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Highlights
Americas
 US gasoline demand increased by 0.724mn b/d (8.5pc) to
9.245mn b/d while inventories decreased by 3.3mn bl (1.4pc)
at 225.1mn bl.
 Crude inventory decreased 4.5mn bl (1.1pc) to 422.1mn bl,
down from 426.6mn bl.
 Toluene spot price increased 2.5¢/USG (0.6pc) to 440.0¢/
USG
 MX spot prices increased 16.0¢/USG (3.6pc) to 456.0¢/USG.
 July OX CP at 90.75¢/lb, to settle down for next month
trending MX prices
 PTA price for June assessed at 87.53¢/lb amid higher PX
prices
 MEG price are in the range of 36-38¢/lb
 PET fiber prices in the range of 118.50¢/lb -129.0¢/lb
 Cotton prices range 102.37¢/lb to 112.37¢/lb amid demand
weakness in Asia

Market snapshots
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Toluene nitration grade fob USGC spot
Toluene nitration grade fob USGC spot
Toluene commercial grade fob USGC spot
Mixed xylenes fob USGC spot
Mixed xylenes fob USGC spot
Paraxylene fob USGC spot
Paraxylene fob USGC spot
Paraxylene USGC contract

Jul
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 North Sea Dated crude rose above $111/bl on tightening supply; Naphtha margins fell on weak demand; Gasoline
edged higher on upstream gains.
 An initial settlement for the August toluene CP was agreed.
 The July PX CP was confirmed at €1,450/t.
 The July OX CP was confirmed at €1,866.67/t, a record high.
 PET fiber prices rose on firmer feedstocks and gains in Asia.

 Toluene prices fell slightly.
 MX prices rose with crude futures and the downstream
paraxylene (PX) market.
 PX prices increased on firm crude futures.
 The PTA market rose in line with its feedstock PX.
 PET fiber prices rose marginally as consumers returned to
restock supplies.
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Asia-Pacific
Toluene fob S Korea marker
Toluene cfr China marker
Mixed xylenes isomer fob S Korea marker
Mixed xylenes isomer cfr Taiwan marker
Paraxylene fob S Korea marker
Paraxylene cfr China marker
Paraxylene cfr southeast Asia marker
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Ice Brent $/bl
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Americas
Americas physical market weekly prices

Crude and gasoline
US gasoline demand increased by 724,000 b/d (8.5pc) to
9.245mn b/d while inventories decreased by 3.3mn bl (1.4pc)
to 225.1mn bl.
WTI crude futures rose today after a week of dour economic news and ahead of what may be a difficult Opec member
meeting next week. September Nymex WTI rose by $2.20/
bl to $98.62/bl while September Ice Brent rose by $2.87/bl to
$110.01/bl. The September Brent-September WTI spread widened by 67¢/bl to $11.39/bl. Nymex RBOB today rose by 2.35¢/
USG to $3.4881/USG.
Summary of Weekly Petroleum Data for the week ending
July 22, 2022 U.S. crude oil refinery inputs averaged 16.0
million barrels per day during the week ending July 22, 2022
which was 292,000 barrels per day less than the previous
week’s average. Refineries operated at 92.2% of their operable
capacity last week. Gasoline production increased last week,
averaging 9.7 million barrels per day. Distillate fuel production decreased last week, still averaging 5.0 million barrels
per day. U.S. crude oil imports averaged 6.2 million barrels
per day last week, decreased by 0.4 million barrels per day
from the previous week. Over the past four weeks, crude oil
imports averaged about 6.6 million barrels per day, 1.9% more
than the same four-week period last year. Total motor gasoline
imports (including both finished gasoline and gasoline blending components) last week averaged 599,000 barrels per day,
and distillate fuel imports averaged 124,000 barrels per day.
U.S. commercial crude oil inventories (excluding those in the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve) decreased by 4.5 million barrels
from the previous week. At 422.1 million barrels, U.S. crude oil
inventories are about 6% below the five year average for this
time of year. Total motor gasoline inventories decreased by 3.3
million barrels last week and are about 4% below the five year
average for this time of year. Both finished gasoline inventories
and blending components inventories decreased last week.
Distillate fuel inventories decreased by 0.8 million barrels last
week and are about 23% below the five year average for this
time of year. Propane/propylene inventories increased by 2.6
million barrels last week and are about 12% below the five
year average for this time of year. Total commercial petroleum
inventories decreased by 3.3 million barrels last week. Total
products supplied over the last four-week period averaged
20.0 million barrels a day, down by 2.9% from the same period
last year. Over the past four weeks, motor gasoline product
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Toluene
Nitration grade USGC fob spot
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542.25
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-23.45

Mixed xylenes
USGC fob spot

May

529.2
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646.69
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523.63

-25.29

*MTD until week of settlement

supplied averaged 8.8 million barrels a day, down by 7.1% from
the same period last year. Distillate fuel product supplied
averaged 3.8 million barrels a day over the past four weeks,
down by 0.6% from the same period last year. Jet fuel product supplied was up 9.9% compared with the same four-week
period last year.
Rbob gasoline futures settled down 4.3pc over the week,
decreased 12.975¢/USG and yesterday’s close was at 290.180¢/
USG. Further along the forward curve, next month gasoline futures increased 2.5pc to 310.180¢/USG this week, and
September gasoline future increased 2.7pc to 283.850¢/USG.
Regular gasoline at the Colonial pipeline was at 301.305¢/USG
decreased 0.350¢/USG (0.1pc) from the week ending 22 July.
The regrade for conventional gasoline was unchanged at
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39¢/USG. The regrade for Rbob decreased by 6¢/USG to 30¢/
USG from the week ending 22 July.
In blendstocks, reformate decreased by 0.350¢/USG (0.1pc)
this week to 385.810¢/USG. Toluene Rbob blend values decreased by 35.590¢/USG (7.7pc) to 392.490¢/USG, and MX Rbob
blend values decreased by 35.8900¢/USG (8.1pc) to 408.50¢/
USG. Alkylate decreased 4.7pc over the week to 332.3100¢/
USG. Heavy naphtha increased by 1.40¢/USG (0.7pc) weekover-week to 212.685¢/USG. Raffinate decreased this week by
0.350¢/USG (0.2pc) to 206.310¢/USG.

Toluene
Prices increased 2.5¢/USG (0.6pc) to 440.0¢/USG
Weaker cracker margins amid lower ethylene prices continue to impact cracker utilization resulting in aromatics supply concerns globally. On the other side, US refinery utilization
is near its highs in recent time at 92.2pc and expected to be
higher throughout the summer season. US refiners continue to
maximize on aromatics production, and reformers are running at maximum utilization to meet higher blending stream
demand in the gasoline pool. Higher gasoline blending volumes
are expected to be tight throughout summer this year amid
gasoline demand that increased 724,000 b/d the week of 29
July to 9.245mn b/d.
Toluene prices increased 2.5¢/USG (0.6pc) to 440.0¢/USG,
trending crude and gasoline octane demand. Aromatics supply
continues to be high on strong refinery reformer operating
rates despite weak TDP conversion margins.
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Bids were in the range of 425¢/USG to 460¢/USG amid
lower gasoline inventory levels as TDP conversion margins are
still in negative albiet improved from the last few weeks. The
commercial grade toluene (CGT) assessment was left in the
range of 435.5¢/USG to 448.2¢/USG as discussion was pegged
in the range of 100¢/USG to 110¢/USG to Nymex Rbob.
Higher toluene prices have margins negative for STDP, TDP
and HDA amid higher crude and naphtha prices. The spot price
for benzene decreased by 0.6pc to 442.5¢/USG for the week
ending 29 July.
In the chemical sector, margins at selective toluene disproportionation (STDP) units in the last week continue to be negative. Selective toluene disproportionation (STDP) unit margins
wavered this week from -215.5¢/USG to -157.2¢/USG on a spot
basis for 27 July, justifying not running STDP units even at
lower operating levels. The average STDP margins continue at
-172.1¢/USG this week on higher feedstock prices.
Toluene blend values decreased by 7.7pc in Rbob to
392.490¢/USG amid declining reformate prices. Toluene
conventional blend values decreased 0.1pc to 446.230¢/USG.
For the week, reformate prices decreased 0.350¢/USG to
385.810¢/USG yesterday. Benzene-NGT price differentials are
estimated at -1¢/USG. Thr NGT-MX5211 price spread is at -6¢/
USG for the week of 27 July.
US toluene exports in Q1 2022 were 38,000t and imports
were 44,000t. For Q2 2022, imports are at 24,000t and exports
are at 27,000t for April and May. On average the US exported
31,000t and imported 64,000t every quarter last year. In total
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US toluene exports were 124,000t and imports were 257,000t
in 2021.
The toluene arbitrage between the US Gulf coast and Asia
fell with the price differential between both regions averaging
about $380/t. The price differential between US Gulf coast and
fob South Korea also averaged $383/t, still favoring toluene
from Asia to continue to flow to the US market. Europe toluene prices are are at a differential of -$80/t to $120/t including
freight to the US. Europe prices went above US prices amid
reduced operating rates of naphtha-based crackers, resulting
in reduced aromatics supply in Europe. Asia toluene prices
are mainly supported from the chemical sector (paraxylene),
however America and Europe prices are supported by gasoline
blending demand. Higher PX supplies have depressed prices in
Asia.

Mixed xylenes
Prices increased 16.0¢/USG (3.6pc) to 456.0¢/USG.
Gasoline demand increased by 724,000 b/d for the last
week and is getting closer to the last two week highs. Continued negative conversion margins has been a concern amid
higher octane value. The declining price trend has slowed
down for the week and has started increasing back and
gasoline demand is expected in the range of 8.8-9.3mn b/d
for this year. US MX is holding higher price floor despite the
recent crude price decline and a drop in Asia price suggesting
the higher floor price will continue for the next one to two
months.
Mixed xylenes (MX) spot prices increased 16.0¢/USG (3.6pc)
to 456.0¢/USG trending reformate prices, amid PX demand
and supply concern and higher aromatics prices in Europe.
Bids were in the in the range of 430¢/USG to 460¢/USG for the
week.
The MX5211 and MX 843 spread rose to 37¢/USG. MX5211
and MX 843 spreads decreased the last few weeks to 0¢/USG,
which has not been seen for a long time, amid strong fuel
and PX demand for PET value chain. On supply concerns for
PX, buyer interest has increased in MX 5211 as PX supply from
Europe is limited and Asia producers have been reducing PX
operating rates on poor PX margins. Higher liquid volume is expected in the summer season of MX 5211 grade. MX 843 grade
price is supported for gasoline blending, expected to trend
closely with reformate prices amid supply concerns.
US MX exports of all grades was at 64,000t and imports
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were 16,000t in Q1 2022. For Q2 2022, exports are at 60,000t
and imports are at 20,000t for April and May. US MX exports of
all grades were mostly unchanged at 49,000t in each quarter of 2021. In total, the US exported 195,000t and imported
61,000t of MX in 2021.
The arbitrage between the US and Asia is at $480/t on 29
July, however, with Europe the arbitrage is at +$20/t to -$40/t.
Supply concerns from lower naphtha cracker operating rates,
resulting into higher prices in Europe.

Orthoxylene
July OX CP at 90.75¢/lb
The July OX CP is settled at 90.75¢/lb. The June OX CP has
a split settlement at 88¢/lb and 93.5¢/lb fob Gulf amid higher
MX prices. The May OX CP settled at 68.5¢/lb fob Gulf. The OX
CP in North America is expected to trend crude and MX prices
for the next month. In addition to crude prices, the high price
is mainly supported from increased construction activities.
Low mortgage rates limited existing inventory and government spending is supporting construction activity, which is
expected to grow by more than the GDP growth rate in 2022.
The OX-MX price spread increased from 22 July to 34¢/lb, and
the OX-naphtha price spread decreased 1¢/lb to 56¢/lb from
last week.
The US exported 11,000t of OX and imported 9,000t of OX
in Q1 2022. For Q2 2022, exports are at 9,000t and imports are
at 3,000t for April and May. In total, OX exports were 71,000t
from the US in 2021. For Q2 2022, PA exports are at 1,000t and
imports are at 7,000t for April and May. In total US PA imports
were 32,000t and exports were 7,000t in 2021.
US economy is slowing and could be on the cusp of a recession. The US economy contracted in the second quarter at an
annual rate of 0.9pc, the second straight quarterly contraction, the US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) said. While a
recession is often identified by two consecutive contractions,
a recession is determined by experts at the National Bureau of
Economic Research (NBER) after considering industrial production, employment, income and other factors. Nonetheless, a
slowdown of the economy is typically a drag on oil prices.
The decrease in GDP reflected decreases in private
inventories, home construction and federal, state and local
government spending. These declines were mitigated by higher
exports as well as slowing, but still positive, personal consumption. To curb runaway inflation, the US Federal Reserve
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Americas
raised its federal funds rate to a range of 2.25-2.5pc from
1.5-1.75pc and said it "anticipates that ongoing increases in the
target range will be appropriate." The International Monetary
Fund earlier this week lowered its 2022 global economic
growth forecast by 0.4 percentage points to 3.2pc.

Paraxylene
July PX CP has not settled yet but expected to trend down
The July PX CP is expected to settle down, trending MX
$/t
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prices. The June PX CP settled at 103.5¢/lb, an increase of
37.5¢/lb. The reformate - PX spread is in the range of $43/t to
$244/t for the last four weeks and has been trending lower.
Currently the spread is at $43/t, trending reformate prices in
the week of 29 July. US PX prices are expected to trend reformate prices, which are moving with gasoline demand.
The US imported 190,000t and exported 255,000t of PX
every quarter last year. This year in Q1 2022, the US imported
150,000t of PX and exported 254,000t. For Q2 2022, exports
are at 184,000t and imports are at 127,000t for April and May.
US total PX exports were 1.019mn t in 2021 while total PX
imports were 0.762mn t in 2021.

PTA
The July PTA assessment is awaiting the PX price settlement
but expected to trend down.
The PTA - PX spread is in the range of $96/t to $138/t for
the last four weeks. The PTA-PX spread decreased from $8.0/t
to $96/t this week amid increasing PX prices despite declining
crude and naphtha prices.
US PTA imports for Q1 2022 were 132,000t. For Q2 2022
exports are at zero and imports are at 85,000t for April and
May. US PTA average imports were about 158,000 t/quarter in
2021. PTA imports have been steady as it is cheaper to import
PTA amid lower PTA-PX margins.

Europe
Crude and naphtha
North Sea Dated crude prices rose as the week progressed,
hitting a high of $113.73/bl on 29 July. Crude prices have been
supported by tightening supply. Opec+ members were 2.84mn
b/d under their collective target for June production, with
some members hampered by years of underinvestment and
infrastructure issues. EIA data show US crude inventories fell
by 4.5mn bl on the week week to 422.1mn bl, while US Strategic Petroleum Reserve stocks have fallen by 119mn bl this year
to their lowest since 1985. But price rises have been tempered by a worsening demand picture as the global economic
outlook darkens. The IMF has cut its global economic growth
forecast for 2022, the second consecutive downgrade, by 0.4
percentage points to 3.2pc. The IMF forecasts 2023 growth at
2.9pc, which is a further cut to the previous forecast. The US
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economy contracted for a second quarter in advance estimates
released by the BEA, while the Federal Reserve hiked interest
rates for a second time.
Naphtha prices eased further, from $748.25/t on 25 July
to $730.25/t on 28 July, the lowest since December 2021.
Refining margins hit discounts of -$25.60/bl on 28 July, close to
the record lows reached in June. European naphtha has been
hit by further cuts to run rates by petrochemical producers in
Asia-Pacific. Polymers demand in Asia has hit a seasonally low
phase, worsened by rising global inflation hitting consumer
demand and the continued effects of Covid-19 in China. Unseasonably weak demand from gasoline blenders has also contributed to pressure on naphtha prices.
Gasoline prices rose, ending the week at $1,065.50/t as
the upstream energy markets firmed. Independent stocks held
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in the Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp (ARA) region rose by
3.8pc in the week to 27 July to 1.35mn t as the arbitrage to
the US remains closed on paper. The latest US EIA data show
a 1.4pc drop in gasoline stocks, with implied demand rising by
8.5pc to 9.23mn b/dm, but this has so far done little to buoy
arbitrage economics because of a steep backwardation and
high freight costs. UK gasoline demand fell to 1.03mn t in June
from 1.07mn t in May as high pump prices tempered consumer
demand. But elsewhere in Europe demand rose, with French
gasoline demand rising by 5.7pc on the month and 6pc on the
year in June to 244,000 b/d.
The euro was relatively steady against the US dollar, ending
the week at $ 1.0198:€.

Europe physical market weekly prices
Timing
Toluene TDI-grade fob NWE spot $/t

Low

High

±

Aug

1,372.50

1,487.50 -55.00

Toluene nitration-grade cif ARA spot $/t Aug

1,275.00

1,322.50 -32.50

Toluene Rotterdam contract $/t

Jun

Mixed xylenes fob Rotterdam spot $/t
Paraxylene fob NWE spot $/t
Paraxylene NWE contract €/t

1,635.00

1,635.00

1,352.50

1,457.50 -63.75

1,317.50

1,360.00
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Orthoxylene fob NWE spot $/t

nc
-8.75

1,450.00 -95.00
1,600.00

1,725.00 -12.50

Orthoxylene NWE contract €/t

Jul

PA liquid contract €/t

Jul

2,161.67

1,866.67 +116.67
2,181.67 +116.67

DMT NWE del contract €/t

Jul

1,055.00

1,070.00 -280.00

PTA NWE del contract €/t

Jul

1,110.00

1,130.00 -62.50

MEG cfr Europe contract €/t

Jul

975.00

975.00 -85.00

Toluene
Toluene prices fell over the week, under pressure from lower
premiums. Trading activity has been limited, with buyers and
sellers remaining far apart. TDI-grade material dropped to a
$320-370/t premium to front-month gasoline swaps by the end
of the week, from a $420-450/t premium a week earlier.
Negotiations for the August toluene contract price began
at the end of the week, with discussions proving difficult as
buyers and sellers remained far apart. An initial settlement
was reached at a decrease from June – no August settlement
was agreed, with all counterparties using fallback settlements.
A full settlement has yet to be reached, with further negotiations ongoing.
Many chemical consumers remain covered by their contractual volumes and have been reluctant to step into the spot
market on the back of the gloomy economic outlook and a
$/t
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backwardated gasoline market through to early next year. But
producers have been wary of lowering their offers as the surge
in gas and power prices increases their operating costs and
squeezes margins. Producers have been increasingly reluctant
to make incremental material available, instead capping their
extraction rates.
Dutch TTF day-ahead natural gas prices rose above €200/
MWh from 26 July, reaching €203.90/MWh on 27 July, close
to the record-high €212/MWh in early March. The recent rise
followed Russian state-controlled Gazprom’s announcement
that Russian gas supply through Nord Stream 1 would be cut
again to around 20pc of overall capacity from 27 July. Concerns remain that Russian supply could be cut off completely,
with prices expected to remain elevated into next year. The
EU’s response has been to has draft plans for a 15pc cut in gas
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Europe
consumption by member states from 1 August 2022-31 March
2023, which will become mandatory under an EU alert. But as
part of the deal, EU countries will be able to request exemptions for key sectors, including petrochemicals.
European refineries have been running at utilisation rates
of around 80pc in recent months, supporting reformer rates
and reformate production. But product margins have fallen
back in recent weeks, which will likely weigh on refining rates
over the next few months and could limit reformate availability. Gasoline margins to North Sea Dated crude have been hovering around $15-16/bl, while diesel margins are back below
$30/bl. These are still strong margins by historic standards but
exclude higher operating costs because of higher prices for gas
and power.
Pygas availability is also expected to ease as cracker rates
are trimmed to counter lengthening ethylene and propylene supply as polymer demand weakened. Lighter feeds are
preferred over naphtha by flexible crackers, further curtailing
pygas production and capping pygas-based toluene output.
Production disruptions are limited, with no new cracker issues
emerging. The Feyzin refinery in France is restarting, almost
three weeks after it was shut down by an electrical issue. The
cracker at the site, which was forced off line at the same time,
has yet to return to production.
There are some early indications of a slowdown in downstream TDI demand, with rising inflation and concerns over
the global economic outlook weighing on end-user demand for
furniture and mattresses.
Conversion economics are also firmly in negative territory
as toluene continues to command a premium to benzene. Continued weak demand for PX is also keeping STDP economics
well below breakeven, with conversion units running at either
minimal rates or idled.
Spot availability of material has remained tight throughout
July, but there are increasing expectations that this will ease
in August. With the arbitrage to the US still closed, outlets
for European cargoes are limited and will keep more material
within the continent.
Demand from the gasoline pool has cooled in July as the
falls in outright gasoline prices narrowed the gasoline-naphtha
spread. Blending demand for nitration-grade toluene has fallen
to a $240-270/t premium to front-month gasoline swap, well
below the more than $400/t premiums seen in late June.
Reformate demand has also eased, with material at premiums
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to August gasoline swaps in the mid-high $100s/t. There was
some increased interest in the export of reformate transatlantic, with a 37,000t Mediterranean cargo loading along the
route at the end of the month. Another 40,000t cargo from
the Mediterranean is expected to head to northwest Europe.
Reformate availability could begin to ease later this quarter,
as weakening fuel margins are likely to encourage refiners to
reduce rates in the coming weeks.
Alkylate was mostly at a 1.30 factor to Eurobob oxy-grade
barges. A 14,000t cargo from ARA was heard loading this week
to elsewhere in northwest Europe.
Water levels on the Rhine river remained low, dropping to
69cm above reference at the key measuring point of Kaub on
29 July. Continued low levels have posed increasing problems
for market participants. Loading capacity has fallen below
30pc, causing logistical problems and higher freight rates.
Logistical constraints have been further exacerbated by labour
shortages for operating barges due to Covid-19 outbreaks. Several market participants have sought to guard against a shortage of barges this summer by signing time-charter agreements,
which further reduces the pool of available spot barges. There
is concern that continued low water levels and associated
logistical challenges could lead to reduced operating rates.

Mixed xylenes
MX prices fell over the week as premiums to gasoline weakened.
Premiums for spot material declined as the week progressed, ending the week at $300-340/t to August gasoline
swaps from $380-420/t at the start of the week.
The market has remained somewhat split, with higher
quality, low non-aromatic material tight and able to command
stronger premiums. But much of the lower quality material is
destined for the gasoline pool at premiums below the above
range. Declines in chemical interest over the past week have
led to a narrowing of the spread between the two grades.
The MX arbitrage to the US has been shut in recent weeks,
adding to European availability. But there are some concerns
that material could tighten later in the quarter if weakening
road fuel margins weigh on refinery rates and restrict reformate and MX production.

Orthoxylene
The European July OX contract price was confirmed at
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€1,866.67/t, an increase of €116.67/t from June and another
record-high settlement. Two settlements were agreed at
€1,950/t, with another settlement at €1,700/t, and in line with
Argus methodology the average of settlements agreed was
published. No number was agreed by the minimum two buyers
and two sellers required for a full settlement.
Another settlement was heard at €1,825/t but was for delivery in central Europe rather than northwest Europe, so was
not considered.

Phthalic anhydride
The July PA contract price was assessed at €2,161.67-2,181.67/
t, an increase of €116.67/t from June as feedstock costs
increased.
Record-high PA pricing in July has weighed on downstream
demand as producers struggle pass on large price increases
downstream. A gloomy global economic outlook and rising
inflation are also dampening demand from the plasticisers segment and there are growing concerns that demand will ease
further this quarter, even if feedstock costs finally retreat.

Paraxylene
The July PX contract price was confirmed at €1,450/t, a fall of
€95/t from the delayed June settlement.
Spot activity is muted, with downstream demand unseasonally weak. Recent record-high European pricing, caused
by the surge in octane demand in the second quarter, has
weighed on downstream demand as the PET chain has become
increasingly unwilling to pay current prices. Despite the recent
fall in blending interest, European prices remain well above
Asian values.

PTA
The July PTA contract price was confirmed at €1,110-1,130/t, a
fall of €62.50/t from June, as feedstock costs declined.
PTA demand remains lacklustre, with downstream PET
units across Europe cutting rates by up to 40pc as they have
struggled to pass on high PX and PTA prices downstream. But
despite weak downstream demand, the market is not long as
PTA producers have also looked to limit operating rates in the
current climate.

Asia-Pacific
Crude and naphtha
Crude prices ended the week higher as US stockpiles made
their largest weekly draw since late May. US crude inventories
last week fell by 4.5mn bl to 422.1mn bl, according to the
Energy Information Administration (EIA) data, the sharpest
weekly decline since the week ended 27 May.
But price gains were capped as federal data indicated the
US economy is slowing and could be on the cusp of a recession. The US economy contracted in the second quarter at an
annual rate of 0.9pc, the second straight quarterly contraction, the US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) said.
The International Monetary Fund earlier this week lowered
its 2022 global economic growth forecast by 0.4 percentage
points to 3.2pc. Dubai swaps rose to $100.84/bl on Friday, up
by $5.46/bl compared with the beginning of the week.
Asian naphtha refining margins fell this week to around
-$30s/t, while time spreads narrowed to $1.50/t in backwardation following the slide in gasoline margins last week. Spot
cargo prices fell and traded at discounts to Japanese spot
assessments, as producers begin another round of cracker
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run cuts. Naphtha prices ended the week at $760.25/t, up by
$3.75/t compared with Monday.

Toluene
Toluene prices were slightly lower this week, with modest
increases in the first half of the week before giving up some
gains by the end of the session.
An offer emerged in the fob South Korea market at $950/t
for August loading on 26 July, which failed to attract any takers. Another offer surfaced on 27 July at $955/t for September
loading, alongside a bid at $940/t. Offers rose to $965/t for
September loading on 28 July, and met a buyer at $945/t. No
deals were concluded throughout the week.
There were no discussions in the cfr China market. Some
sellers were still interested in selling prompt cargoes on a fob
China basis at $1,050/t, but buyers were only willing to pay up
to $980-990/t fob. The cfr China market prices adjusted downwards by the end of the week, in response to losses in the fob
South Korea market and domestic prices.
Ex-tank prices in east China dropped to 7,500-7,850 yuan/t,
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down by Yn235/t or equivalent to $973-1,018/t on an import
parity basis. Inventories in east China were lower this week at
43,000t, down by 5,200t compared with the last session.
There were limited discussions in southeast Asia as market
participants took a wait-and-see approach to observe the
impact of the sudden shutdown of Singapore’s PCS cracker.
The cracker and its aromatics unit were likely shut because of
technical issues on 25 July, and will remain shut until mid-August. Supplies to Malaysia were impacted, market sources said,
and this resulted in more buying interest in the local market
this week. Buying ideas for cfr southeast Asia were quoted at
around $1,000/t, according to market participants.
Tight supplies in the region because of rate cuts and unexpected shutdowns led to scattered discussions for July and
August imports in India. There were no premium discussions
for imports on a cfr India basis this week. The limited supplies
also boosted domestic sentiment by the end of the week to
93-94 rupees/kg ex-tank, up by Rs2/kg compared with Monday.
Cfr India prices were adjusted lower to $1,050-1,070/t this
week, reflecting lower values in the cfr southeast Asia market
by factoring in freight rates of about $50/t from southeast Asia
to India.

$/t

Asia physical market weekly prices
Timing

Low

Isomer-grade mixed xylene (MX) prices rose in line with crude
futures and the downstream paraxylene (PX) market. The differential between PX and MX widened to $137/t from $115/t a
week earlier.
$/t

Freight rates
Size t

Low High

Mid

±

Toluene/MX
South Korea-China

2,000-3,000

32

35

34

nc

Southeast Asia-China

2,000-3,000

48

52

50

nc

Southeast Asia-India

2,000-3,000

76

80

78

nc

PX
South Korea-China

5,000

25

27

26

nc

South Korea-China

10,000

23

25

24

nc

Southeast Asia-China

5,000

45

50

48

nc

Southeast Asia-China

10,000

40

45

43

nc

Mideast Gulf-China/Taiwan range

10,000

106

110

108

nc

±

Toluene
S Korea fob spot

Aug

945.00

965.00 -12.50

S Korea fob spot

Sep

945.00

965.00 -12.50

China cfr spot

Aug

980.00

1,015.00 -27.50

China cfr spot

Sep

980.00

S Korea fob marker

951.00

China cfr marker

-6.50

1,015.00 -27.50
1,007.00 -12.50
7,850.00 -235.00

E China domestic ex-tank Yn/t

7,500.00

Southeast Asia cfr spot

1,000.00

1,010.00 -92.50

India cfr spot

1,050.00

1,060.00 -50.00

India domestic ex-tank Rs/kg

89.00

94.00

-0.50

Mixed xylenes
Isomer S Korea fob spot

Aug

945.00

1,014.00 +28.00

Isomer S Korea fob spot

Sep

958.00

1,019.00 +53.50

Isomer Taiwan cfr spot

Aug

961.00

1,030.00 +28.00

Isomer Taiwan cfr spot

Sep

974.00

Isomer S Korea fob marker

992.70 +46.20

Isomer Taiwan cfr marker

1,035.00 +53.50
1,008.70 +46.20

Solvent S Korea fob spot

880.00

890.00 +40.00

Solvent China cfr spot

900.00

915.00 +40.00

Paraxylene
S Korea fob spot

Aug

1,084.00

1,130.00 +50.50

S Korea fob spot

Sep

1,089.00

1,135.00 +63.00

Taiwan cfr spot

Aug

1,102.00

1,148.00 +50.50

Taiwan cfr spot

Sep

1,097.00

1,143.00 +53.00

China cfr spot

Aug

1,102.00

1,148.00 +50.50

China cfr spot

Sep

1,097.00

1,143.00 +53.00

Southeast Asia cfr spot

Aug

1,092.00

1,138.00 +50.50

Southeast Asia cfr spot

Sep

1,087.00

1,133.00 +53.00

S Korea fob marker

Mixed xylenes

High

1,111.60 +68.33

Taiwan cfr marker

1,129.60 +68.33

China cfr marker

1,129.60 +68.33

Southeast Asia cfr marker

1,119.60 +68.33

Asia cfr contract price

Mar

870.00

nc

Asia Argus contract price

Mar

870.00

nc

Orthoxylene
S Korea fob spot

1,060.00

1,100.00 +20.00

Southeast Asia cfr spot

1,070.00

1,110.00 +20.00

cfr China

1,070.00

1,110.00 +20.00

cfr India

1,095.00

1,135.00 +20.00

PA flakes cfr northeast Asia

1,200.00

1,250.00

nc

PA flakes cfr southeast Asia spot

1,200.00

1,250.00

nc

Fibre intermediates
PTA fob northeast Asia

820.00

PTA China domestic marker

860.00 +15.00
6,057.00 +268.00

Mideast Gulf-China/Taiwan range

15,000

98

102

100

nc

MEG fob S Korea spot

510.00

530.00

+5.00

West coast India-China/Taiwan range

10,000

86

90

88

nc

MEG cfr China spot

530.00

550.00

+5.00

West coast India-China/Taiwan range

15,000

78

82

80

nc

MEG contract price
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Asia-Pacific
A South Korean producer has emerged to offer some spot
cargoes loading in the second-half August amid lower demand from domestic off-takers. The country’s stand-alone PX
producers such as Lotte Chemical and Hyundai Cosmo Petrochemical (HCP) have lowered their operation rates to stem
production losses. Lotte is running its No.2 525,000/t yr PX
unit at reduced rates while its 250,000t/yr PX unit has closed
since September 2020. HCP owns 1.36mn t/yr of PX capacities
in Daesan, and is currently producing below 50pc of its total
capacities.
Some spot trades were concluded earlier in the week at
$945/t fob South Korea for a second-half August loading cargo
before workable prices gradually increased to $1,000/t in the
middle of the week. More trades settled between $1,0101,020/t on 28 July.
In the September market, some bids and offers ranged
between $990-1,020/t fob. But no meaningful discussion was
elicited as traders continued focusing on August cargoes.
The August-September intermonth spread narrowed its
contango from $13/t on 22 July to $5/t on 29 July.
Prompt prices in the Chinese domestic market rose by 180
yuan/t from the close on 22 July to Yn8,500/t ex-tank or at
$1,089/t on an import parity basis. Inventories in east China
continued to drop by 25,900t from a week earlier to 34,300t.
Solvent-grade MX (SMX) prices edged higher on the back of
gains in MX and higher values in feedstock crude.
There were no discussions in the fob South Korea market
this week. Buying indications for cfr southeast Asia were at
$950-1,000/t, which is equivalent to about $880-890/t fob
South Korea after factoring in freight rates of $50-100/t.
Discussions in the cfr China market were muted as well.
Toluene premium to cfr Japan naphtha

$/t

500

Prices for cfr China were adjusted higher to $900-915/t in view
of gains in the fob South Korea market this week.
Supplies are expected to stay tight in the market, with
Singapore’s PCS cracker undergoing an unexpected shutdown
on 25 July because of technical issues. The plant will restart
by mid-August. Other major producers in South Korea will
continue operating at reduced rates, resulting in limited spot
sales in the market.

Orthoxylene
Asia-Pacific orthoxylene (OX) prices inched up during the week
to 29 July, after sporadic demand emerged from the China
market.
Buying indications for second-half August cfr Zhangjiagang
were placed at $1,060/t and rose to $1,080/t, with a deal possibly concluding at this level.
Other selling indications were quoted at $1,090-1,110/t fob
northeast Asia. Supply of OX generally remained tight because
of cutbacks in operating rates. Regional producers do not have
any plans to increase run rates because of continued weakness
in Chinese demand.
Inventory among consumers generally remained high but
market participants said a gradual return of demand is now
starting to whittle away at stock levels.
Feedstock isomer-grade mixed xylenes rose by about $55/t
from the previous week to end Friday at just above $1,005/t
fob Korea.

Paraxylene
Paraxylene (PX) prices rose on firm crude futures. PX production margins rebounded to $367/t during 25-28 July, widening
cfr Taiwan paraxylene premium to MX
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from $294/t last week, on increasing concerns that supply will
remain tight in the coming months.
Some delays in plant restarts supported the market sentiment. Japan's Eneos may delay the restart of its 700,000 t/
yr of PX units at the Kashima complex by about a week to
mid-August because of unspecified mechanical issues. South
Korean S-Oil also delayed the restart of its 790,000 t/yr No.1
PX unit, that was shut because of technical issues, by about
two weeks from mid-July. The company is in the process of
restarting the unit as of 29 July.
Discussions in the spot trading market remained relatively
quiet. Two September-arrival Asia-origin cargoes traded at
$1,142/t cfr and $1,136/t cfr on 27 July and 28 July respectively.
The August-September intermonth backwardation has
gradually narrowed from $5/t to parity towards the end of the
week. The September-October backwardation widened from
$32/t earlier in the week to $40/t later in the week, on stronger gains in September cargoes.
Premiums of September cargoes increased by about $1520/t from a week earlier to $55-65/t to published cfr China/
Taiwan assessments. Bids for October cargoes were placed at
a premium of $37-39/t to the same formula later in the week
and met muted selling interest.
A rare 10,000t southeast Asia-origin PX cfr China cargo
arriving in September was offered at a premium in the high$50s/t during the week, which might have been sold close to
the offer level. But further details could not be confirmed with
the seller.
South Korea’s GS Caltex postponed a turnaround at the
550,000 t/yr No.3 PX unit at Yeosu from September to early
$/t

Toluene-gasoline blend value

next year. The company decided to conduct the scheduled
maintenance together with its reformer, with only the PX unit
originally planned to undergo maintenance this year.
The producer's 400,000 t/yr No.1 PX unit at the same site is
currently closed for two months from early July. Its 400,000 t/
yr No.2 PX unit and No.3 unit are running at 80-85pc.

PTA
The PTA market rose this week in line with its feedstock paraxylene (PX).
Spot premiums held largely stable from the previous
week, with limited discussions. Premiums against the TA2209
futures contract were at Yn200-240/t until some manufacturers reduced offers to Yn200/t premiums on 28 July. Discussions
picked up on 29 July as some buyers placed higher premiums
of Yn210/t. Offers were at Yn230-250/t premiums.
Prompt shipment prices gradually increased in line with futures values from Yn5,865/t on a delivered basis to Yn 6,170/t
towards the end of the week.
The fob northeast Asia market remained quiet because of
weaker demand. Prices were assessed at $820-860/t for August
shipments based on notional buying and selling interests in the
market.
On the production side, Yisheng Petrochemical shut its 2mn
t/yr No.3 PTA unit late last week for a month-long turnaround
because of a shortage of feedstock PX. Hengli Petrochemical
also started a 20-day turnaround at its 2.2mn t/yr No.3 production line from early this week.
PTA production margins narrowed from Yn360/t last week
to Yn280-290/t this week, which were far below a breakeven
of Yn550/t.
PX-toluene, BZ-toluene, MX-toluene spreads
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$/t

PET value chain prices
PET-0.85*PTA-0.35*MEG

PX

PTA

MEG

PET Fiber market prices
Low

PET resin

High

Mid

±

Americas ¢/lb

3,000
2,500

Staple 0.9-1.5 den staple

118.50

125.50

122.00

nc

Filament 150 POY feeder

125.00

129.00

127.00

nc

Cotton US spot

102.40

112.40

107.40

+11.00

Europe €/t

2,000
1,500

Staple 0.9-1.5 den staple

1,600.00

1,635.00

1,617.50

+50.00

Filament 150 POY feeder

1,635.00

1,670.00

1,652.50

+50.00
-100.00

Asia-Pacific
1,000
500
0

24 Jun

1 Jul

8 Jul

15 Jul

22 Jul

7,850.00

8,150.00 8,000.00

1,163.45

1,207.91

1,185.68

-13.25

Filament 150D/48F POY Yn/t

8,000.00

8,250.00

8,125.00

+237.50

Filament 150D/48F POY $/t

1,185.68

1,222.73

1,204.21

+36.73

29 Jul

Americas
PET fiber
Prices range from 118.50¢/lb to 129.0¢/lb
PET fiber prices are between 118.50¢/lb to 129.0¢/lb amid
higher PET prices. PX and PTA prices are trending crude and
PET fiber prices. Cotton prices are at moving down from historical highs, trending feedstock PX prices.
The PET-PTA-MEG price spread has been wavering in the
range of $1335/t to $1467/t for the last four weeks. The spread
was $1,467/t the week ending 15 July.
All the feedstock and PET prices have been high the last
two to three months, underpinning the strong spreads. However, production units need to balance between operating
rates versus margins. This is particularly important to meet
the summer demand.
Cotton
Prices range from 102.37¢/lb to 112.37¢/lb
The cotton price rose 10.96¢/lb to a range of 102.37¢/lb to
112.37¢/lb from 15 July. The July NY/ICE future contract is expiring and lost almost 30pc of the value from 144¢/lb. The NY/
ICE or A index future contract for December decreased 25pc
from 120¢/lb to 90¢/lb.
The cotton-PET stable fiber price spread is negative and at
-$675/t, down from $351/t in last four weeks. It is expected
that the spread will stay choppy amid strong cotton demand in
Asia despite Covid-19 related lockdowns resulting into logistics
challenges.
The USDA global production forecast for 2022-2023 lowered by 1.2mn bales to 120.7mn bales. India production added
24.5mn bales, China added 27.5mn bales, Brazil added 12.3mn
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Staple 1.4D/38mm semi dull Yn/t
Staple 1.4D/38mm semi dull $/t

bales, Turkey added 4.3mn bales, Egypt added 4.2mn bales,
and Pakistan will add 6.2mn bales. Due to weather concerns in
the US (drought in west Texas), the production forecast for the
current year is expected at 15.5mn bales versus 17.5mn bales
in 2021. The decline in the US will be higher for lack of rain in
June in Texas.
For mill use, the USDA predicted a 1.6mn bale decrease to
119.9mn bales. Mill use reduction is also expected in China by
0.5mn bales to 38.0mn bales and India will reduce by 0.5mn
bales to 25.5mn bales. Demand was updated in Bangladesh
to 8.9mn bales, Mexico to 1.9mn bales and Vietnam to 7.4mn
bales.
The China Cotton Index (CC 3128B), in international terms,
decreased by 23.0¢/lb to 120¢/lb. Indian spot prices (Shankar-6
quality) fell 22¢/lb to 142¢/lb from 164¢/lb. Pakistan spot
prices fell 45¢/lb to 94¢/lb.
MEG
Prices are holding in the range of 36-38¢/lb amid weaker naphtha and ethylene prices.
Lower ethylene prices are pushing naphtha cracker utilization down, limiting ethylene availability for MEG production.
MEG prices are in the range 36-38¢/lb despite weaker naphtha
prices. Prices are expected to hold or increase as crackers
will reduce utilization to impact supply in September. Naphtha
prices will support more MEG exports from the US amid declining ethylene prices (to 24¢/lb) and weak polyethylene demand.
The MEG-naphtha spread this week decreased by $61/t to
$241/t, trending feedstock prices. The MEG-ethylene price
spread increased by $12/t to $424/t. The MEG-ethylene spread
is expected to hold with weaker ethylene and ethane prices in
the USGC.
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The US exported 586,000t and imported 60,000t of MEG in
Q1 2022. For Q2 2022, exports are at 427,000t and imports are
at 80,000t for April and May. US MEG exports were 2.051mn t
and imports were 0.395mn t in 2021.

Europe
PET fiber
PET fiber prices rose, as rises in delayed June feedstocks were
confirmed and following gains in Asia. High feedstock costs
are weighing on producer margins as they struggle to pass on
recent increases.
MEG
The July MEG contract price was confirmed at €975/t, a fall of
€85/t from June as the initial settlement agreed earlier in the
month gained wider industry support.
The European market remains long, with weak demand
from the PET segment leading to a build-up of MEG inventories. Imports are continuing to arrive, further adding to European length and causing some logistical issues as some market
participants struggle with available tank space.
Western Europe imported close to 20,000t of MEG from
Asia-Pacific in May, up from 11,000t a month earlier. Imports
from Asia have been slightly sporadic this year because of
long lead times and delays to shipments. Imports from the
US remained firm, with 24,600 t/month arriving in the EU15
in the first five months of the year, up from 14,100 t/month
during the whole of 2021. Product from the Middle East is also
continuing to head to Europe, with 19,000t arriving in May,
broadly in line with the 17,700t that arrived in April.
Demand from the antifreeze sector remains limited but there are
some hopes that a seasonal pick-up in demand in the fourth quarter
ahead of the winter months will alleviate some MEG length.
’000t
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Asia-Pacific
PET fiber
Asia-Pacific PET fiber prices rose marginally during the week
to 29 July, as consumers returned to restock supplies following
weeks of absence.
Staple 1.4D/38mm held steady at 7,850 yuan/t ex-warehouse, while filament POY 150D/48F rose by Yn350/t over the
same period to Yn8,000/t ex-warehouse.
Buying enquiries picked up with consumers making sporadic purchases. Producers were offering narrower discounts
to claw back previous losses, but inventory levels remained
at heightened levels. Average product inventory for filament
yarns has fallen just under the 30-day mark, but most producers are still struggling to find sufficient outlets for all of their
output.
Product inventory for staple fibres is faring marginally better at around the 25-day mark.
The sales to output ratio exceeded 100pc in the beginning of the week, before tapering off to around 70pc on
Friday. Production rates at most polyester plants in east China
held largely steady from two weeks ago at around 70-80pc,
as downstream textile and dyeing mills are just starting to
whittle down inventories that were built in May and June.
MEG
MEG prices rose this week, following the futures market. Spot
demand remained shaky, only supported by short covers, despite higher PET fiber sales.
Cfr China cargo offers were placed at $550-555/t. Market
participants reported lacklustre demand, with offers not attracting firm bids from any buyers.
The futures market closed at 4,410 yuan/t today, compared
with Yn4,235/t on 22 July. Local spot prices ended the week at
$20-30/t discounts to the EG2209 futures contract, after starting the week with $10/t discounts. August cargoes were priced
at $10-20/t premiums.
The market is expecting a shorter balance of MEG in the
short-term, because of Hengli Petrochemical’s maintenance
works. Lianyungang shut down a 900,000 t/yr unit on 17 July
because of negative production margins. Hengli also planned
turnarounds at the two 900,000 t/yr production lines in
August, in line with its upstream cracker overhaul. But OUCC
Yangzhou plans to restart its 500,000 t/yr line by the end of
July.
PET fiber sales saw an uptick this week. The sales-tooutput ratio averaged 90pc on Thursday after soaring to 170180pc on Tuesday.
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Announcements
Proposed changes to Asia-Pacific toluene
coverage
Argus proposes to change its weekly Asia-Pacific toluene
coverage because of the proposed cessation of assessments in
Argus Toluene and Xylenes Daily, upon which several weekly
assessments depend.
Under this proposal, fob South Korea and cfr China weekly
prices that are currently published as the range of corresponding daily price assessments for loading or delivery during two
forward calendar months would be replaced by prices assessed
based on trade, bids, offers and other market information during the week of assessment for product loading or delivered up
to 60 days forward.
At the same time, Argus proposes to cease publication of

the fob South Korea and cfr China markers.
Also under this proposal, east China domestic weekly
prices that are currently published as the range of corresponding daily price assessments would be assessed based on trade,
bids, offers and other market information during the week of
assessment.
Argus will accept comments on this proposed change
until 31 August. To discuss comments on this proposal, please
contact Bohan Loh at bohan.loh@argusmedia.com or +65 9858
9087. Formal comments should be marked as such and may be
submitted by email to petrochemicals@argusmedia.com and
received by 31 August. Please note, formal comments will be
published after the consultation period unless confidentiality is
specifically requested.
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